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1. Which ministry of Indian Govt. will be nodal ministry to implement- 
India’s “Deep Ocean Mission” which was recently approved in union 
cabinet? 

1. Ministry of Earth Sciences (MoES)  
2. Ministry of Science and Technology 
3. Ministry of Agriculture & Farmers' Welfare 
4. Ministry of Environment, Forest and Climate Change (MoEFCC) 

 

2. India’s first International maritime services cluster will be developed in 
which of the following States?  

1. Maharashtra  
2. Karnataka  
3. Gujarat  
4. Kerala. 

 

3. The proposed 804-megawatt Jangi Thopan Powari Hydroelectricity 
Project will be situated over:  

1. Yamuna River  
2. Sutlej River  
3. Ravi River  
4. Beas River 
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4. With reference to the Minimum Support Price (MSP), consider the 
following statements:  

1. It is a form of market intervention to insure agricultural producers 
against any sharp fall in farm prices.  

2. The MSP is fixed twice a year on the recommendations of the 
Commission for Agricultural Costs and Prices (CACP).  
Which of the statements given above is/are correct?  

A. 1 only  
B. 2 only  
C. Both 1 and 2  
D. Neither 1 nor 2 

 

 

5. The CORPAT exercise is held bi-annually between which of the following 
countries?  

1. India and Japan  
2. China and Pakistan  
3. India and Thailand 

4. Sri Lanka and Maldives 
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OUTLINE FOR 16th JUNE 2021 DQ 

1. Ans: (A) 

 The Union Cabinet has approved the long pending Deep Ocean Mission, which 
among other things involves developing a submersible vehicle that will allow a 

crew to plunge 6,000 metres into the ocean and hunt the floor for precious 
metals.  

 If this works, India would be among a handful of countries able to launch an 
underwater mission at such depths.  

 In the works since 2018, the mission is expected to cost ₹4,077 crore over the 
next five years. The estimated cost for the first phase of three years (2021-2024) 
would be ₹2,823.4 crore.  

 The Ministry of Earth Sciences (MoES) will be the nodal Ministry 

implementing this multi-institutional mission. 

 

2. Ans. (C)  

 The Gujarat Maritime Board (GMB) will be setting up India’s first international 
maritime services cluster at GIFT City in Ahmedabad, Gujarat.  

 The maritime cluster will be developed as a dedicated ecosystem comprising 
ports, shipping, logistics services providers and pertinent Government 
regulators, all present in the same geographic vicinity of GIFT City.  

 GIFT City provides us with a seamless environment to create a robust maritime 
fraternity and strengthen its value chain. 

 

3. Ans. (B)  

 The residents of Himachal Pradesh have been protesting against the proposed 
804- megawatt Jangi Thopan Powari hydroelectricity project (JTP HEP) over 
the Sutlej River since April 2021.  

 The Run-of-the-River (ROR) project envisages the construction of a concrete 
gravity dam of 88-meter high above the deepest foundation level across river 
Sutlej near Jangi village and an underground powerhouse on the right bank 
upstream of the Tehsil boundary (Kashang Nallah).  

 Sutlej is an ancient river, one of the tributaries of the Indus River and one of the 
five rivers that give the State of Punjab its name.  
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4. Ans. (C)  

 The Minimum Support Price (MSP) is a form of market intervention by the 
Government of India to insure agricultural producers against any sharp fall in 
farm prices.  

 The Commission for Agricultural Costs & Prices (CACP) recommends MSPs for 
22 mandated crops and Fair and Remunerative Price (FRP) for sugarcane.  

 The MSP is fixed twice a year on the recommendations of the Commission for 
Agricultural Costs and Prices (CACP), which is a statutory body and submits 
separate reports recommending prices for Kharif and rabi seasons. 

 

5. Ans. (C)  
The navies of India and Thailand started their three-day, bi-annually India-

Thailand Coordinated Patrol (Indo-Thai CORPAT) in the Andaman Sea.  

 The 31st edition of the joint exercise comes in the backdrop of China’s expanding 
presence in the Indian Ocean region.  

 The Indo-Thai CORPAT, which began in 2005, serves to reinforce maritime links 
between Thailand and India and forge strong bonds of friendship between the 
two navies, besides helping consolidate interoperability.  

 The CORPAT ensures an exchange of information about the prevention of 
smuggling, illegal immigration and the conduct of search and rescue operations 

at sea, thereby enhancing the operational synergies. 
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